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A&M yearbook a family tradition for 1994 Aggieland editor
By JENNIFER MENTLIK
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Michelle Kaye, a junior journalism major from Beaumont, poses with 
several previous editions of Aggielands. Kaye was selected as the 1994 
Aggieland editor.

W
i
would read her father's Aggieland - 
Texas A&M's yearbook. So when 

she was selected as the 1994 Aggieland editor, 
the position seemed to be a natural 
progression in her life.

"My dad would show us his Aggieland 
and tell us about his life at A&M," she said. 
"So when I got this position everything 
started to come together."

Kaye, a junior journalism major from 
Beaumont, said an Aggieland has been in her 
home since before her birth. Her father 
attended Texas A&M University as a member 
of the Corps of Cadets.

Kaye began her career with the Aggieland 
during her sophomore year as a writer. This 
year, she is serving as copy editor under the 
1993 Aggieland editor, Donna Roth. 
Although she plans a few changes for the 
1994 yearbook, Kaye believes it is a 
traditional book, and she intends to keep it 
that way.

"It's very permanent," Kaye said. "It's like

an Aggie Ring. It's something you're going to 
have forever."

One of Kaye's main goals is to diversify 
the Aggieland staff. She hopes her staff will 
exemplify a cross section of the student body 
and will be one of the yearbook's strong 
points.

"I want to make sure that the Corps 
section is properly represented by the Corps 
members, that minorities represent 
minorities, that Greeks represent Greeks," she 
said.

The Aggieland plays an important role in 
recording the history of A&M, she said.

"We document things like how tall Bonfire 
was, how many people went to this Midnight 
Yell, who the parents of the year were," she 
said. "Little things like that are going to slip 
your mind but you'll want to remember 
them. It is the University's diary."

As editor of the largest yearbook in the 
country, Kaye's duties will cover nearly every 
aspect of publishing and producing the book.

Her responsibilities include selecting and 
managing the staff, determining the 
yearbook's content and handling the budget 
as well as business trips. She traveled 
Thursday to Kansas City, Mo. to tour a

publishing plant.
Considering the amount of time Kaye 

spends in the Aggieland office, she said it is 
equivalent to a full-time job.

"I come in-between classes, before classes, 
after classes," she said. "It'd be easier forme 
to count the hours I'm not in the office. We 
joke about how we're going to put up cots 
here, and how I don't need an apartment for 
summer because I just live here."

Kaye said too many students don't realize 
the amount of work involved in publishing 
the yearbook.

"I hear people say 'Well the book doesn't 
come out until fall. What are you doing 
now?' People don't think we do anything 
until September then we put the entire 850- 
page book together in one month," she said.

Requirements for editor include 
maintaining a 2.0 GPR at the time of 
appointment, one year previous experience in 
a responsible position on the Aggieland or 
comparable yearbook and completion or 
registration in Graphics 210.

The Student Publications Board interviews 
each candidate before selecting a nominee. E 
Dean Gage, senior vice president and 
provost, has final approval of the nominee.

Diversity and Equality Coalition 
offers political choice to KKK rally

By SHELIA VELA
The Battalion

The Diversity and Equality 
Coalition (DEC) held a political 
rally Saturday on the steps of 
Texas A&M University's 
Administration Building to 
provide a political alternative to 
the Ku Klux Klan rally held in 
College Station.

"History shows that protests 
and curiosity have sometimes 
turned into support for hate 
rallies such as the KKK," said 
Jeffrey Brown, member of DEC 
and senior English and history 
major. "This is an alternative 
political rally, while
simultaneously getting the word 
out what DEC is about."

Brown said the rally was 
successful considering the short 
notice, and DEC is an informal

volunteer group with no financial 
support.

Despite the late start, 
approximately 75 people attended 
throughout the entire rally which 
lasted from 12 to 3:30 p.m.

Members of the Texas A&M 
faculty and staff participated at 
the rally. Marco Portales, a 
professor of English, spoke on 
minority issues at A&M; assistant 
psychology professor Wendy 
Stock, discussed women's issues 
and hate groups; and Larry 
Hickman, chair of the Faculty 
Senate Committee on Minority 
Conditions and professor of 
philosophy, spoke about minority 
statistics.

Whoopstock Unity Fest '93, 
which was also held as an 
alternative to the KKK rally , and 
the DEC rally had the same aim. 
They both provided an alternative

to the KKK rally, but the DEC 
rally dealt with race issues on 
campus while Whoopstock 
provided a more social aspect.

"Since the KKK is a political 
organization, we wanted to 
provide a political rally with a 
different side to things," he said.

Ron Going, freshmen political 
science major and DEC member, 
said the rally provided a forum 
for professors and members of 
DEC to discuss why the KKK 
decided to hold a rally in College 
Station.

"The faculty had the 
opportunity to speak and share 
thoughts of what needs to be done 
on campus to make the KKK not 
think of us as prime KKK 
material," he said.

"We were both on the other 
side of the world where the KKK 
was," Going said.

Health Tips
Advice for taking prescription medication

By STACEY GARNER
A, P. Beutel Health Center

Can't seem to stay well? The key may be that 
many people stop taking a medication as soon as 
they feel better - even though often they are not.

Prescription medications are unintentionally 
misused by people who have misconceptions about 
the treatment of their illness. Take into 
consideration the following steps when it comes to 
prescription medication:

• Take all of the medication. When a physician 
rescribes medication, it is prescribed in a close to 
elp eliminate the illness. Not taking all of the 

medication after starting to feel "well" could likely 
cause a relapse.

Also, not taking all of the medication could lead 
to the development of resistant strains of bacteria 
and other microorganisms. When this occurs, 
medication usually used to treat the illness is no 
longer effective and other types of medication must 
be used.

For example, some types of tuberculosis and 
gonorrhea have developed resistant strains.

Only in the case of a suspected adverse reaction 
should medication be stopped before completing 
the treatment.

• Do not share medication. Do not share 
medication or take medication from someone who 
seems to have the same illness. Only a physician 
can make the proper diagnosis. Taking medication 
that has not be specifically prescribed can be 
harmful.

Further, sharing medication may prevent the 
person who received the prescription from 
receiving all the medication necessary to eliminate 
the illness.

• Do not take old medication. All prescriptions 
should be completed and therefore none should be 
lying around. These should not be used to treat an 
illness that seems similar.

Each illness should be diagnosed and treated by 
a physician in order to receive proper treatment 
and taking old medication can be harmful.

Also, old medication may have been lying 
around long enough to no longer be effective.

It is important to see a physician and follow the 
advice given to recover from an illness. This 
includes taking all medication prescribed.

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

"AGGIE SPECIAL"
How would you like to keep the same phone number for your 
4 or 5 years here at school? How would you like an answering 
system that wouldn't break? How would you like the latest 
state-of-the-art pager in the HOTTEST colors?

The "Aggie Special" includes:
• Rental of a Motorola Bravo 

Express digital display pager 
with local airtime service

• No Connection Fee
• Free Maintenance Program 
All for $16.00/month plus tax. 
Just show your student i.d.

McCaw*
Communications
2551 Texas Avenue 5.
College Station, TX 77840 
(409) 777-7300

Offer expires June 30,1993

r

RESEARCH

Panic
Do you experience brief, unexpected periods of intense fear or 
discomfort?
Have you visited your doctor or the hospital emergency room because of 
chest pains, shortness of breath, numbness or tingling sensations and 
find out that you have no physical problems?

These occurrences may have been panic attacks.
VIP Research is conducting a study on Panic Disorder. Individuals 
with symptoms of panic attacks are being recruited to participate 
in a three month study of an investigational medication for the 
treatment of panic disorder. If you would like more information, 
call VIP Research. $200.00 will be paid to those individuals who 
qualify and complete the study.

CALL
Volunteers in Pharmaceutical Research, Inc.

776-1417

TO LOCAL 
CALLERS

(409)
774-1222

WIMPACT
■ A FREE INFORMATION SERVICE

IMPACT is a 
free information 
service provided by 
Bryon/Coilege Station 
businesses and 
VMA Information 
Systems.

Simplicity!
1. Dial Number
2. Enter 4-Digit Code
3. Have Fun!

> INFORMATION
Directory............................. 1500

> VMA, Inc.
Customer Service...............1010

1 Bossier Chrysler-Dodge 
Jcep/Eagle
Tune and Temp..................1000

1 New Services.................. 1900
* Health Line

Medical Updates......... .......2010
Dental Updates.............. ....2020

» A.
Horoscopes

Aquarius.............................. 4010
Aries .......
Cancer..........
Capricorn .....
Gemini.......
Leo......... .
Libra..........
Pisces____
Sagittarius
Scorpio.....
Taurus .......
Virgo..........

Sports Line
Basketball.................... ....331C
Aggie Update Line..... .......2020
Dallas Cowboys....... .........3050
Houston Oilers....... ..........3040
Collegiate...................... 3060
High School...... :............

.— 4020 

.._..<030
________4040

—..4050
...... „4060
_______4070
----------4080
............. 4090
.............4100
...........4110
______4120

Opinions & Info 
Listen to AGGIE 96 for dc:;!v
AGGIE 96 PoU 41______ JC10
AGGIE 96 Country Ic/o__5020
Top 5 Country........... .......5030

> 2"J HAST .sdixnencan
jr -G. 6Am\
Financial Report
Credit Cards__________ 6010
Locations...........................6020
Student loans_________ 6030
Accounts_____________ 6040

1 Real Estate
Residential__________8010
Rural_________________ 8020
Investments___________ 8030
Commercial___________ 8040

1 Aggieland Entertainment
Live Entertainment..... ......5010
Movies Playing________ 9020
Top 5 Video__________ 9030
Top 5 Pop Hits________ 9040
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A FEW GOOD MEN
KEVIN BACON KIEFER SUTHERLAND KEVIN POLIAK
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FRI. & SAT.: 7:00,9:30 & 12:30
Featuring the Fish Drill Team!

ADMISSION: $2.50
Presented in Rudder Auditorium

Questions? Call...
Rudder Box Office 845-1234 

Aggie Cinema Hotline 847-8478 
MSC Student Programs Office 845-1515

Jtu

A Memorial Student Center 
Student Programs Committee

MSC AGGIE CINEMA

THE FILM 
SOCIETY
OF TEXAS A&M

CONTACT LENSES
ONLY QUALITY NAME BRANDS

(Bausch & Lomb, Ciba, Barnes-Hind Hydrocurve)

$118°o' TOTAL COST.. ■INCLUDES

EYE EXAM, FREE CARE KIT, STD. DAILY WEAR, 
EXTENDED WEAR OR TINTED LENSES.

YOUR CHOICE of
. Std. Daily Wear, Extended Wear or Tinted Soft Lenses

^ SAME DAY DELIVERY ON MOST LENSES.
w-

Call 846-0377 for Appointment

CHARLES C. SCHROEPPEL, O.D., PC. 
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

r- 505 University Dr. 
East, Suite 101

College Station, TX 77840 
4 Blks. East of Texas Ave. & 
University Dr. Intersection
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